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   Trampoline effect is introduced to interpret the mechanism of long run-out 
movement of earthquake-induced landslide in Multiplex Acceleration Model 
(MAM). In previous study, this model was verified by a shaking table test. 
However, there is a scale limitation of shaking table test to investigate MAM in 
detail. Thus, numerical simulation was carried out in this study to validate 
MAM with respect to field phenomenon in Wenchuan Earthquake (Ms. 8.0). A 
truck threw upwards by seismic force was discussed based on the simulation 
results. The results indicate that trampoline effect could be composed by 
continuous collisions in P-Phases of earthquake and makes the intensity grow up. 
The results show that MAM is acceptable and applicable. 
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1. Introduction 
 
   During the last 15 years, after a series of catastrophic earthquake events in Japan (1995), 
Taiwan (1999), El Salvador (2001), Pakistan (2005) and China (2008), increasing attention has 
been addressed to landslides triggered by earthquakes. 
   Due to the strong ground motion of earthquake, the landslide can travel a distance several times 
longer than the height of the slope at a high velocity and result in great damages and losses1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6). For example, there were many landslides with run-out distances over 1000m triggered by the 
2008 Wenchuan Earthquake (Ms. 8.0). Figure 1 shows a typical long run-out landslide induced in 
Donghekou, Qingchuan prefecture of Sichuan province, China. It traveled around 2800m within 
80s. 
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    (a) Before earthquake                              (b) After earthquake 

Fig. 1 The landslide induced by the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake in Donghekou, Qingchuan prefecture of 
       Sichuan Province, China. 

  
   However, in Japan, the “Law concerning disaster prevention due to landslide” has been 
promulgated and adopted by the government since 20037). The Dangerous Area for a potential 
landslide is identified as 2 times of slope height but less than 50m in this law (Fig. 2). It is 
established based on statistics of the run-out distances in historical events, which were mainly 
triggered by heavy-rains.  

 
Fig. 2 Dangerous Zone defined by the “Law concerning disaster prevention due to landslide” in Japan. 

 
   It is obviously that the Dangerous Zone defined in the law is not enough for earthquake-induced 
landslides. Therefore, it is very important to investigate the mechanism of high speed & long 
distance and its runout zone to predict the Dangerous Zone. 
   Analyses performed according to the Newmark8) approach at regional scale allow developing 
different earthquake triggered landslide scenarios9, 10, 11, 12, 13). These sliding block models are based 
on the simplifying assumption that the sliding mass is rigid. Among its deficiencies: it provides 
limited information on the evolution of the landslide and does not reproduce the mechanisms of 
deposition of the slope material. On the other hand, elasto-plastic continuum models2, 14, 15) fully 
considered the deformability of the sliding mass are capable of simulating the formation and 
development of shear zones with realism, thereby leading to improved modeling failure mechanism. 
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And if assuming the sliding mass behaves as a liquid mixture of fluids and solids, depth-integrated 
models can be used in modeling post-liquefaction behavior of granular soil induced by 
earthquake16).  
   According to field investigation, the landslides in Wenchuan Earthquake could be illustrated by 
following characteristic: the debris mass was separately expanded and thrown under long-period 
strong ground vibration17). It can be interpreted that debris mass consist of rock fragments is not a 
continuum, its behavior due to presence of joint sets, bedding planes and faults etc. Moreover, 
some landslide sites are relatively dry. Thus, the current mechanisms and models such as 
Liquefaction18), flow mechanism19, 20) which are mainly continuum, flow like and concentrating on 
the loss of material strength, are not adapt for these cases. Then in order to interpret the long 
run-out mechanism of landslide triggered by earthquake and predict its runout, a new model called 
“Multiplex Acceleration Model” (MAM) was proposed base on consideration of the “trampoline 
effect” during earthquake7). Subsequently, this model tests were verified by a shaking table test 
investigating the effects of earthquake on the movement of debris. However, it is difficult to 
distinguish the trampoline effect from ground motion of earthquake since the scale limitation. 
   In geotechnical practice, it is a commonly used discrete element approach for investigating the 
kinematics of landslides. Using detail geological and geotechnical data, DEM or DDA can be used 
to interpret the post-failure movement of landslide masses in good agreement with filed 
investigation21, 22, 23). In this study, we have attempted to simulate the phenomenon of velocity of 
debris gained from the vibration of the slope and its further amplification during an earthquake 
using the Universal Distinct Element Code (UDEC) developed by Cundall24, 25, 26). 
 

2. Multiplex Acceleration Model 
 
2.1 Earthquake Behavior on Slope and Debris 
   The vibration of a slope caused by earthquake wave can be divided into two phases: P-phase 
and N-phase as shown in Fig. 3. The P-phase is defined as the period when the slope is moving in 
the outer normal direction of the slope surface. The debris on the surface will be pushed and 
accelerated by the slope in this phase. The N-phase is defined as the period when the slope is 
moving in the inner normal direction of the slope surface. Since slope surface moves apart from the 
debris, the friction should be declined. 

 
Fig. 3 Definitions of P-Phases and N-Phases. 

 
2.2 Energy Analysis 
   The roles of the two phases can be seen more clearly by apparent friction angle analysis when 
considering energy conservation. Supposing that a stone with mass m moves from position A to 
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position B1 during a landslide without earthquake (Case 1), the potential energy decreases by mgh. 
Based on the energy conservation law, it is easy to obtain the following equation for a falling stone 
movement in the case without earthquake (see Case 2 in Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4 Apparent friction angle. 
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The first term here is for potential energy and the second item is for the work of friction force 
between the slope and the falling stone, where the sliding movement is considered and the whole 
curve path is divided into finite linear segments. And m is the mass, g is the gravity acceleration, h 
is the falling height, l is the segment length, θ is the segment slope angle, φ is the friction angle, k 
is the coefficient of conveying from static to dynamic friction and i is the index of segment. 
The apparent friction angle can be obtained from Eq. (1) as follows: 
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   The apparent friction angle expressed in Eq. (2) is usually used for the discussion of run-out 
distance of landslide. 
   When we consider the effects of slope vibration due to earthquake (mass moves to B2), the 
kinetic energy of falling stone obtained from the collision with the vibrating slope and the 
movement patterns (sliding, rolling and flying) should be considered. Thus, Eq. (1) becomes: 
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The second item here is for the kinetic energy of a falling stone obtained from the collision with the 
vibrating slope and vej is the velocity obtained in jth P-phase and can be expressed as follows: 
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is the acceleration of slope vibration due to earthquake, VTR is called the velocity transmission 
ratio due to collision. 
   The apparent friction angle for the Case 2 in Fig. 4 can be obtained from Eq. (3) as follows: 
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Comparing Eq. (5) with Eq. (2), it can be found that: 
(1) The kinetic energy of a falling stone obtained from the collision with the vibrating slope may 

result in long run-out distance from the second item of Eq. (5). 
(2) The coefficient of conveying from static to dynamic friction k* in Eq. (5) can be smaller than k 

A 

B1 B2 
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in Eq. (3) because of the N-Phase effect, air cushion effect, movement pattern.  
   Detail discussion will be given in the following sections. 
Collision Effect 
   In P-phase, a falling stone can obtain kinetic energy from the colliding with the vibrating slope. 
According to elastic collision theory, when two objects with different masses collide with each 
other, the object with smaller mass could obtain larger velocity. Since the mass of a slope is much 
larger than the mass of a falling stone, the velocity of the falling stone can be much larger than the 
vibrating velocity of the slope. That is to say the VTR in Eq. (6) can be larger than 1. 

 
10

21

V
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   The VTR can be examined by the simple model shown in Fig. 5. The masses of the two blocks 
are m1 and m2 respectively. Before the colliding, the block 1 has initial velocity V10 toward block 2 
which is standstill, V20 = 0. The friction between blocks and the base is negligible. After the 
colliding, the velocity of block 1 becomes V11 while block 2 obtains a velocity V21. 

 
Fig. 5 Colliding model. 

 
   According to the principles of the conservation of both energy and momentum: 
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   By solving Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), the VTR for the case of V20 = 0 can be obtained as follows: 

  (9) 

   It can be seen from the analytical solution Eq. (9) that if m1 is much larger than m2, VTR is to 
approach to 2. Therefore, since the mass of a slope is far larger than the falling stone, the velocity 
of the falling stone obtained from the slope vibration will be two times of that of the slope vibration 
velocity during earthquake. 
   The results of VTR given in analytical solution Eq. (9) have been verified by UDEC simulation. 
The model shown in Fig. 5 and the parameters given in Table 1 are used in UDEC simulations. The 
results obtained from UDEC simulations by changing m1 are shown in Fig. 6, together with the 
theoretical analytical values. The line is calculated from the analytical solution Eq. (9) and the 
circle dots are obtained from UDEC simulations. It can be seen that the VTR obtained from UDEC 
is in quite good agreement with the analytical solution.  
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Table 1 Parameters used in UDEC simulations. 
Parameters Value 
Density (kg/m3) 2000 
Bulk Modulus (MPa) 2.78×103 
Shear Modulus (MPa) 2.08×103 
Contact Stiffness (KN/m) 1.00×106 
Fraction of critical damping 0.005 
Frequency (Hz)a 91.52 

aFrequency is estimated by Young’s modulus. 
 

 
Fig. 6 VTR obtained by both the analytical solution and UDEC simulation. 

 
Trampoline Effect 
   Furthermore, if the block 2 has an initial velocity toward block 1, the VTR could become larger 
and larger as shown in Fig. 7. It indicates trampoline effect can be produced by strong earthquake. 

 
Fig. 7 Trampoline effect with V20 increasing. 

 
 It should be pointed out that the results do not change when the mass and the initial velocity of 
block one are different from the values in Table 1. That is to say, the result given in Fig. 6 and 7 
has the general meaning. 
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3. Verification with Respect to Field Phenomenon 
 
   In the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake (Ms. 8.0), the records of acceleration showed that very large 
PGA. In some place, the vertical PGA was even bigger than horizontal PGA. Figure 8 shows a 
truck was found leaning against the wall after earthquake. It indicated a strong vertical seismic 
wave caused this phenomenon.  

 
Fig. 8 Truck threw up by vertical seismic wave (from Prof. Tang). 

 
   Figure 9 is a simple model used to simulate it. It is supposed that the truck was not beside the 
house at first. The phenomenon is induced by both vertical and horizontal wave. However, to a 
trampoline movement, the vertical wave is primary. To simplify the simulation, the horizontal wave 
is neglected and the truck is set next to the house instead.  
   The parameters are listed in Table 2 and 3. A joint with strong Cohesion, Tension value and 
large Friction angle was used to fix the house on the base land and wheels on truck. Considering 
this model was limited near the ground surface and neglecting the effect of wave propagation, the 
base ground was treated as vibrating like a whole one and the earthquake acceleration was added 
on all the mesh vertices after turning into velocity wave. 

 
 

(a) Model scheme                              (b) Mesh generation in UDEC 
Fig. 9 Simulation model of truck threw up. 

 
  Since: (1). There is no earthquake record station nearby the study area; (2). Earthquake wave is 
largely affected by geology, topography et al., the real earthquake curves in this area is not 
available and the recorded waves are not suitable to use. However, the PGA can be used to present 
the earthquake strength. So a simple harmonic wave as part of earthquake with the same PGA is 

Vertical 

Seismic 

Wave 
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used to simulate the phenomenon in orders to qualitatively analysis the mechanism firstly. In this 
study, a sine wave of velocity, which is turned into stress wave, was used in the simulation as 
shown in Fig. 10. The left part is input velocity wave, and the right part is output acceleration wave 
at base of the ground in order to validate the input PGA. The wave presented PGA 1500 gal, 
Frequency 3.5Hz, according to that there was a PGA = 1500 gal recorded at a strong motion station 
in Zipingpu dam region. 
 

Table 2 Physico-mechanical parameters. 
Parameters ① ② ③ 

Density (kg/m3) 2000 3000 2000 
Bulk Modulus (MPa) 2.78×103 2.78×103 2.78×101 
Shear Modulus (MPa) 2.08×103 2.08×103 2.08×101 

①: Building and Base ground;  ②: Truck body; ③: Wheel 
 

Table 3 Mechanical parameters of joint. 
Parameters A b 
Kn (MPa/m) 5.0×103 5.0×103 
Ks (MPa/m) 5.0×103 5.0×103 
Tension (MPa) 0.0 1.0×103 
Cohesion (MPa) 0.0 1.0×103 
Friction Angle (º) 30.0 70.0 

a: joints between wheels and base ground; 
b: joints between wheels and truck, house and baseground;  

 
  The values of joint parameters Kn and Ks are chosen as high accuracy in colliding simulation27).  

  

(a) Input velocity wave (b) Output acceleration wave for validation 
Fig. 10 Input vertical seismic acceleration: PGA, 1500gal, frequency, 3.5Hz. 

 
  The movements of truck at different times obtained from UDEC simulation are shown in Fig. 11. 
The rotation displacement is very small at very beginning. But following results show that the truck 
was threw up higher and higher with time passing by the trampoline effect.  
  Figure 12 and 13 is the velocity and displacement results of simulation. Black line is the 
displacement and velocity at tail of truck. Blue lines are the positive part of base displacement. 
They show the P-Phases in which base moved upward to the truck; Red lines show the N-Phases in 
which base moved apart from the truck. The intersection points of two lines indicate the collisions. 
The green boundary lines show that the trampoline effect occurs. Figure 14 clearly shows that 
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almost all the intersection points located at the blue part. That means collisions threw the truck up 
which almost happened at the P-Phases. It also indicates that if collisions in P-Phases continue, the 
collision effect would turn to a trampoline movement. 
  A series of earthquake waves were used to investigate this trampoline effect more detail as listed 
in Table 4. 

  

  

  
Fig. 11 Results of truck threw up in UDEC simulation: PGA, 1500gal, frequency, 3.5Hz. 

 

 

Fig. 12 Results of velocity vs time: PGA, 1500gal, frequency, 3.5Hz. 

0.78 s 1.57 s 

1.93 s 2.77 s 

3.91 s 5.63 s 
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Fig. 13 Results of displacement vs time: PGA, 1500gal, frequency, 3.5Hz. 

 

 
Fig. 14 Almost all collisions located in P-phases: red point means collision in P-Phases. 

 
Table 4 Input vertical seismic wave case list. 

Case. Frequency (Hz) PGA (gal) Trampoline Case. Frequency (Hz) PGA (gal) Trampoline 
1 2.0  1400 √ 7 3.0  1500 X 
2 2.5  1400 √ 8 3.5  1500 √ 
3 3.0  1400 √ 9 2.0  1600 √ 
4 3.5  1400 X 10 2.5  1600 √ 
5 2.0  1500 √ 11 3.0  1600 X 
6 2.5  1500 √ 12 3.5  1600 √ 

   

 
Fig. 15 Largest bounce heights. 

 
 

Case 7 

Without 
Trampoline 

Effect 
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  The results of the largest bounce height are shown in Fig. 15. Although most cases reach the 
same maximum displacement since 1400gal, some cases the trampoline effect is not enough to 
produce a significant phenomenon, which are 1400gal, 3.5Hz, 1500gal, 3.0Hz and 1600gal 3.0Hz. 
Take case 7: 1500gal, 3.0Hz as example, the displacement result is shown in Fig. 16. As using the 
same setting as Fig. 12, black line is the displacement and velocity at tail of truck. Blue lines show 
the P-Phases of base movement and red lines show the N-Phases. 
  Figure 15 also shows that the displacements of trampoline effect are much larger than those 
without trampoline effect.   
  The detail collision situations in case 7 are shown in Fig. 17. The intersection points indicate the 
collisions. In which, the green ones are located in N-Phases and red ones are in P-Phases. It can be 
clearly found that, since many collisions did not occur in P-Phases, it cannot generate significant 
trampoline effect as shown in Fig. 16. 

 

Fig. 16 Results of displacement vs time: PGA, 1500gal, frequency, 3.0Hz. 
 

 
Fig. 17 Collisions in Case 7: green points mean collisions not in P-Phases. 

 
4. Conclusion 

 
  According to the Multiplex Acceleration Model, the earthquake behaviours of a slope caused by 
earthquake wave can be divided into two phases: P-Phase and N-Phase. By energy analysis, the 
collision in P-Phases, further trampoline effect and move patterns change can produce the long 
runout.  
  The verification studies, presented here, illustrate the important behavior of Multiplex 
Acceleration Model to interpret the mechanism of high-speed and long run-out landslide with 
respect to both analytical solution and filed data. Specifically,  
(1) Collision effects at P-phase can be an important factor which would cause high-speed and long 

run-out landslide; 
(2) Further, it will turn to trampoline effect consist of continuous collisions in P-Phases which will 
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make the intensity grow up.  
  The results indicate it is acceptable and applicable to use Multiplex Acceleration Model to 
analysis earthquake induced landslide disasters by considering trampoline effect.  
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